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ABSTRACT

Chinese cloisonné is beautiful enamelware produced with the combined human knowledge of

science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics (STEAM).  It decorates our humanity

connected by the Silk Roads.   The cloisonné technology originated in the West (Middle East and

Europe) and spread to the East (China) during China’s Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368).  Then

Chinese craftsmen perfected it in their Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) and Qing Dynasty (1644-

1912).  Chinese cloisonné are still made and highly valued today, and have become the standard

by which to measure the quality and appraise the beauty of cloisonné world-wide.  This STEAM

product ranks as one of China’s major contributions to the world’s fine arts.   Both the Republic

of China (ROC; 1912-present) and the People’s Republic of China (PRC; 1949-present) inherit

the same Chinese culture including the cloisonné technology.  PRC just held its third Belt and

Road Forum (BRF) in Beijing, October 17-18, 2023.  PRC President Xi Jinping gave Chinese

cloisonné as a State Guest Gift to the 130 foreign leaders who attended the BRF.   This

publication reviews the historical and technological developments of Chinese cloisonné and

introduces the technical information from both the PRC China Highlights in Beijing, and the

ROC Government Information Office in Taipei.
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CHINESE CLOISONNE:  ARTISTIC ENAMELWARE FOR

EAST-WEST CULTURE EXCHANGE THROUGH LAND AND SEA SILK ROADS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1  Cloisonné

In general,  cloisonné is a decorative work or technology  in which colored materials (such as

enamel, glass, or gemstones)  are held in place or  separated by metal strips or  flattened wire ,

normally of gold, placed edgeways on a metal backing by soldering.  The metal strips or wires

are bent to the outline of an artistic design and the resulting cellular spaces of the design, called

cloisons (French: “partitions” or “compartments”) are filled with vitreous colored enamel paste

with or without gemstones/glass.  Finally cloisonné art work is produced at high temperature.

Chinese cloisonné works are a colored decoration made of enamels poured into the divided areas

in a design outlined with wire or metal  strips which are fused to the surface of an object.  They

are  mostly  fused  with  a  special  blue  enamel  as  the  base  color,  hence  the  term  for  Chinese

cloisonné was called Jingtailan (景泰蓝,  Jǐngtàilán)  after  the  name  of  an  emperor.   In  China,

enamel is called tángcí 搪瓷.
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1.2.    Summary

Chinese cloisonné is beautiful enamelware produced with the combined human knowledge of

science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics (STEAM).  It decorates our humanity

connected by the Silk Roads.   The cloisonné  technology originated in the West ( Middle East

and Europe) and spread to the East (China)  during China’s Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368).  Then

Chinese craftsmen perfected it in their Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) and Qing Dynasty (1644-

1912).  Chinese cloisonné are still made and highly valued today. Chinese cloisonné became the

standard by which to measure the quality and appraise the beauty of cloisonné world-wide.  This

ranks as one of China’s major contributions to the world’s fine arts.   Both the Republic of China

(ROC; 1912-present) and the People’s Republic of China (PRC; 1949-present) inherit the same

Chinese culture including the cloisonné technology.  PRC just held its third Belt and Road Forum

(BRF) in Beijing , October 17-18, 2023.  PRC President Xi Jinping gave Chinese cloisonné as a

State Guest Gift to the 130 foreign leaders who attended the BRF.   This publication reviews the

historical and technological developments of Chinese cloisonné [1-14] and introduces the

technical information from the PRC China Highlights [3]  and  the ROC  Government

Information Office in Taipei, Taiwan. [13]

2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT:  HUMANITY CONNECTIONS OF ANCIENT SILK

ROAD AND MODERN BELT AND ROAD FORUM
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The Islamic world in the Middle East originally developed the cloisonné technology and the art

works.   It spread to the Byzantine Empire and from there along the Silk Road to China in the

12–14th centuries as early as China’s Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) when Mongolian conquered

almost entire Asia and Europe.

The most elaborate and highly valued Chinese pieces were produced in China’s Ming Dynasty

(1368-1644), especially the reigns of the Xuande Emperor and Jingtai Emperor (1450–57).

Chinese cloisonné is probably the most well known and ubiquitous.   One of the most important

factors in dating antique Chinese cloisonné is the style.  Chinese cloisonné jewelry, vases, and

other decorative items were spread back to the Islamic world, Europe and Africa through both

the Land Silk Road and the Sea Silk Road in Ming and Qing Dynasties.   They now represent the

standard by which to measure the quality and appraise the beauty of cloisonné world-wide and

are one of China’s major contributions to the world’s fine arts. [1-5].

The Silk Roads were the most enduring business and trade routes in human history that

connected China, Middle East, Europe, and Africa, and were used for over 1500 years.  The

names  of  Silk  Roads  were  taken  from  the  prized  Chinese  silk  products  that  exported  from  the

East (China) to the West (Middle East, Europe and Africa).   Wang [14] introduces the circulation

coins used for trade on ancient Land and Sea Silk Roads. The silver and copper circulation coins

used for trade on ancient Land Silk Road were engraved with both Chinese and Arabic characters,

while the circulation coins used for trade on Sea Silk Road (Maritime Silk Road, or Ocean Silk

Road) were engraved with both Chinese and English [14].
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Chinese cloisonné  are still made and highly valued today.  Both the Republic of China (ROC;

1912-present) and the People’s Republic of China (PRC; 1949-present) inherit the same Chinese

culture including the Chinese cloisonné technology.

PRC just held its third Belt and Road Forum (BRF) in Beijing , October 17-18, 2023.  PRC

President Xi Jinping gave Chinese cloisonné as a State Guest Gift to the 130 foreign leaders who

attended  the  BRF.   The  PRC initiated  Belt  and  Road is  meant  to  be  the  modern  Land and  Sea

Silk Roads connecting   Asia, Europe and Africa.  The beauty and production process of Chinese

cloisonné can be understood from the following seven figures (Source:  PRC government).
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Source:  The government of the People's Republic of China (PRC), October, 2023. (Figures 1-7)
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Cloisonné from the Ming Dynasty tended to have a more formal, classical style, while cloisonné

from the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912)  was often more decorative and ornate.

Chinese cloisonné of the 19th century or modern years [ the Republic of China (1912-present)

and the People’s Republic of China (1949-present)]  can be far more common, less expensive for

commoners’  daily use or decoration (see Appendix)  Of course, just like any works of fine arts, a

Chinese cloisonné can be extremely expense if it is made of sapphire, emerald and gold, and

produced by a famous artist.

In much Chinese cloisonné blue is usually the predominant color, and the Chinese name for the

technology ,  Jingtai-Lan.   Jingtai and Lan  refer to  the Emperor Jingtai of Ming Dynasty and

blue color, respectively.

The high quality Chinese cloisonné  uses heavy bronze or brass bodies, its  wires are soldered.

The low quality Chinese cloisonné  uses much lighter copper vessels, and its wires are glued on

before firing.  The enamels compositions and the pigments change with time.
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3. TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT: COMBINATION OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,

ENGINEERING, ARTS AND MATHEMATICS (STEAM)

3.1  Dashi-ware or Muslim-ware Technology

In the Middle East during 12th  century (China’s Yung Dynasty, Year 1271-1368) , Arabic and

Byzantine artisans applied powdered mineral materials, small gems such as garnet that are heat

resistant, gold leaf or other inclusions to metal surfaces and then melted glass onto  them at high

temperatures to produce a colored mosaics and decorated metal objects with  durable coating.

Different mineral materials with different proportions were used to produce different colored

coatings. [3]

3.2  Ming Dynasty Cloisonné  Technology

Enamelware craftsmen in the Ming Empire (1368-1644) made enamelware by firing powdered

minerals into durable enamel. During the reign of Emperor Jingtai (1449-1457), Chinese

cloisonné reached a high level of beauty and craftsmanship. It was called "Jingtailan" (or Jingtai

blue) because the enamelware that was made during his reign was typically blue. Some cloisonné

antique experts and collectors say that the cloisonné that was made during the middle of the

Ming era, in the Jingtai period and afterwards, was the best ever made in the world. [3]

 Using white porcelain as the substrate material was a major innovation in Ming Dynasty.  It

combined their skill with making the translucent, light, and strong white porcelain that had been

highly prized abroad for many centuries with the Western technique of decorating with cloisonné
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artwork. Porcelain withstood the high heat firing needed to produce the layers of glass enamel.

Beautiful white and blue porcelain pieces with fine cloisonné artwork were highly prized. [3]

3.3   Qing Dynasty Cloisonné  Technology

Fine cloisonné wares were also fashioned in the Qing Empire (1664-1911). Gold objects

decorated with cloisonné artwork were highly valued by the World although antique collectors

and cloisonné experts generally consider the Qing dynasty’s cloisonné  quality was less than the

cloisonné products from the Ming dynasty. [3]

3.4   Modern Republic Era Cloisonné  Technology

Cloisonné decorated objects are still made in both mainland China and Taiwan.  Now, highly

advanced chemical and mineral technology allows the artwork to be very colorful and

perfect. With modern technology, artistic craftspeople typically decorate with a broad range of

bright colors and not the typical blue of the Ming Dynasty.  Bronze or copper vases and other

decorative objects are produced by craftspeople in factories and crafts shops.

In summation, today Chinese cloisonné enamelware is made by embedding small pieces of

material such as flecks of gold or powdered mineral in enamel. Enamel is a layer of glass melted

onto a surface. Craftsmen may apply many thin layers of enamel with embedded material firing

(heating) each layer to coat an object. If the process is done well, the result can be a strikingly

colorful and even sparkling hard surface with translucent depth that looks unusual compared to

simple painted ceramics or lacquer ware. Modern craftspeople in the Republic era may create
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cloisonné artwork on metal objects such as brass or bronze vases, kettles, or other objects, or  on

porcelain vessels.    China Highlights of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has provided a

video on Facebook showing how a beautiful cloisonné  art work is produced.   [3]

The following four figures partially summarize the cloisonné manufacturing process

(https://m.facebook.com/ChinaHighlights/videos/chinese-cloisonn%C3%A9-beautiful-ancient-

enamelware/3675801192442488/).

Additional technical information regarding the technological development of cloisonné around

the world can be found from the literature [2-13].  Cloisonne is a world’s heritage which belongs

to everyone on both sides of the Silk Roads.
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Source:  People’s Republic of China (PRC), China Highlights [3] --

https://m.facebook.com/ChinaHighlights/videos/chinese-cloisonn%C3%A9-beautiful-ancient-

enamelware/3675801192442488/
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4. CHINESE CLOISONNE:  ARTS OF DECORATIVE ENAMELING IN TAIWAN

The people of the Republic of China (1912-1949 in mainland China; and 1949-present in

Taiwan) certainly have inherited the Chinese culture including the technological arts of

cloisonné decorative enameling from Ming and Qing dynasties.

 In 1997, the Government Information Office of the Republic of China (ROC) published a

book series entitled, “Traditional Chinese Culture in Taiwan” in which the art of cloisonné

decorative enameling was introduced. [13].   ROC has preserved and further enlightened

Chinese culture.   This section introduces the ROC technical information concerning Chinese

cloisonne.
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Source:   The government of the Republic of China (ROC), June 1997.
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GLOSSARY OF CLOISONNE TECHNOLOGY [15]

[Reference: Lawrence K. Wang and Mu-Hao Sung Wang (2023). Chinese cloisonné :  artistic
enamelware for east-west culture exchange through land and sea silk roads.   In: "Evolutionary Progress
in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics", Lawrence K. Wang and Hung-ping Tsao
(editors).  Vol. 5, No. 11A, 5(11A), November 20, 2023, 38 pp.  Lenox Institute Press, MA, USA.
Lenox.Institute@gmail.com]

Canton Enamel:  Canton  enamel  is  a  type  of  painted  enamel  on  copper  that  is  more  closely

related to overglaze enamels on Chinese porcelain, or enamelled glass. This is painted on

freehand  and  so  does  not  use  partitions  to  hold  the  colors  separate.  Chinese cloisonné is

sometimes confused with Canton enamel.

Chinese Cloisonné:  Chinese cloisonné works are a colored decoration made of enamels poured

into the divided areas in a design outlined with wire or metal strips which are fused to the surface

of an object. They  are mostly fused with a special blue enamel as the base color, hence the term

for Chinese cloisonné was called Jingtailan (景泰蓝, Jǐngtàilán) after the name of an emperor.  In

China, enamel is called tángcí 搪瓷.

Cloisonné  : (a) “Cloisonné is  a French word  for “cell”, where thin wires are applied to form

raised barriers, which contain different areas of enamel applied above the original metal form; (b)

It is  a metalworking technology involving the use of a multi-step enamel process  to produce

jewelry, vases, and other decorative items; (c) The objects produced by this cloisonné process are

also called cloisonné;  (d)   Cloisonné  is  a  decorative  work  or  technology   in  which  colored
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materials  (such  as  enamel,  glass,  or  gemstones)   are  held  in  place  or   separated  by  metal  strips

or  flattened wire , normally of gold, placed edgeways on a metal backing by soldering.  The

metal strips or wires are bent to the outline of an artistic design and the resulting cellular spaces

of the design, called cloisons (French: “partitions” or “compartments”) are filled with vitreous

colored  enamel  paste  with  or  without  gemstones/glass.   Finally  cloisonné  art  work  is  fired  and

produced at high temperature.

Jingtai-Lan (景泰蓝, Jǐngtàilán):  It is Chinese cloisonné   work which is  mostly fused with a

special  blue  enamel  as  the  base  color.    Jingtai  and  Lan  stand  for  Emperor  Jingtai  of  Ming

Dynasty and blue color, respectively.
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